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Abstract

We present the implementation of GAtor, a
massively parallel, first principles genetic al-
gorithm (GA) for molecular crystal structure
prediction. GAtor is written in Python and
currently interfaces with the FHI-aims code to
perform local optimizations and energy evalu-
ations using dispersion-inclusive density func-
tional theory (DFT). GAtor offers a variety of
fitness evaluation, selection, crossover, and mu-
tation schemes. Breeding operators designed
specifically for molecular crystals provide a
balance between exploration and exploitation.
Evolutionary niching is implemented in GAtor
by using machine learning to cluster the dynam-
ically updated population by structural simi-
larity and then employing a cluster-based fit-
ness function. Evolutionary niching promotes
uniform sampling of the potential energy sur-
face by evolving several sub-populations, which
helps overcome initial pool biases and selection
biases (genetic drift). The various settings of-
fered by GAtor increase the likelihood of lo-

cating numerous low-energy minima, including
those located in disconnected, hard to reach re-
gions of the potential energy landscape. The
best structures generated are re-relaxed and
re-ranked using a hierarchy of increasingly ac-
curate DFT functionals and dispersion meth-
ods. GAtor is applied to a chemically diverse
set of four past blind test targets, character-
ized by different types of intermolecular inter-
actions. The experimentally observed struc-
tures and other low-energy structures are found
for all four targets. In particular, for Target
II, 5-cyano-3-hydroxythiophene, the top ranked
putative crystal structure is a Z ′=2 structure
with P 1̄ symmetry and a scaffold packing mo-
tif, which has not been reported previously.

1 Introduction

Molecular crystals are a unique class of mate-
rials with diverse applications in pharmaceuti-
cals, organic electronics, pigments, and explo-
sives.1–11 The molecules comprising these crys-
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tals are bound by weak dispersion (van der
Waals) interactions. As a result, the same
molecule may crystallize in several different
solid forms, known as polymorphs. Because
the structure of a molecular crystal governs its
physical properties, polymorphism may dras-
tically impact the desired functionality of a
given application. For pharmaceuticals, dif-
ferent polymorphs may display varying stabil-
ity, solubility, and compressibility, affecting the
drug’s manufacturability, bioavailability, and
efficacy.1,12,13 For applications in organic elec-
tronics and organic photovoltaics (OPV), differ-
ent polymorphs possess different optoelectronic
properties,14,15 directly impacting device per-
formance.16–18

Because molecular crystals have a wide range
of applications, there has been increasing in-
terest in the fundamental challenge of crystal
structure prediction (CSP), or the computa-
tion of a molecule’s putative crystal structure(s)
solely from its two-dimensional chemical dia-
gram, examples of which are shown in Fig. 1.
This challenge is embodied by CSP blind tests,
organized periodically by the Cambridge Crys-
tallographic Data Centre.19–24 CSP can reveal
the general behavior of a target molecule, pre-
dict the existence of new polymorphs, and serve
as a complementary tool for experimental in-
vestigations.13,25–27 Once considered unachiev-
able,28 CSP is still an extremely challenging
task because it requires combining highly accu-
rate electronic structure methods with efficient
algorithms for configuration space exploration.

The energy differences between molecular
crystal polymorphs are typically within a few
kJ/mol,29–32 which calls for the accuracy of
a quantum mechanical approach. Reaching
the required accuracy has become more prac-
tical thanks to a decade of development in
dispersion-inclusive density functional theory
(DFT), including exchange-correlation func-
tionals33–44 and pairwise methods that add
the leading order C6/R6 dispersion term to
the inter-nuclear energy.45–56 Notably, the re-
cently developed many-body dispersion (MBD)
method57–59 accurately describes the structure,
energetics, dielectric properties, and mechani-
cal properties of molecular crystals3,14,29,60–65 by

accounting for long range electrostatic screen-
ing and non-pairwise-additive contributions of
many-body dispersion interactions. Using
dispersion-inclusive DFT for the final rank-
ing of relative stabilities has become a CSP
best practice.24 Vibrational contributions to
the zero-point energy and free energy of the sys-
tem at finite temperature have also been shown
to affect the relative stabilities of certain molec-
ular crystal polymorphs and may be further in-
cluded.3,62,66–68

Approaches to configuration space explo-
ration in CSP include molecular dynamics,69,70

Monte Carlo methods,25,71 particle swarm op-
timization,72 and (quasi)-random searches.73,74

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a versatile class
of optimization algorithms inspired by the evo-
lutionary principle of survival of the fittest.75–77

A GA starts from an initial pool of locally op-
timized trial structures. The scalar descriptor
(or combination of descriptors) being optimized
is mapped onto a fitness function and struc-
tures with higher fitness values are assigned
higher probabilities for mating. Breeding op-
erators create offspring structures by combin-
ing the structural genesi of one or more par-
ent structure(s). The child structure is locally
optimized and added to the population. The
cycle of local optimization, fitness evaluation,
and offspring generation propagates structural
features associated with the property being op-
timized and repeats till “convergence” (a GA
is not guaranteed to find the global minimum).
For practical purposes, convergence may be de-
fined as when the GA can no longer find any
new low-energy structures in a large number of
iterations.

GAs can be applied robustly to complex mul-
tidimensional search spaces, including those
with many extrema or discontinuous deriva-
tives. They provide a good balance between ex-
ploration and exploitation by introducing ran-
domness in the mating step followed by local
optimization. Furthermore, they are conceptu-

iThe term “genetic algorithm” is sometimes reserved
for an evolutionary algorithm that purely encodes an in-
dividual’s genes with bit-string representations. For our
purposes we make no such distinction between genetic
and evolutionary algorithms.
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ally simple algorithms, ideal for parallelization,
and can lead to unbiased and unintuitive solu-
tions. In the context of structure prediction,
the target function being optimized is typically
the total or free energy. GAs have been used ex-
tensively to find the global minimum structures
of crystalline solids78–90 and clusters.75–77,91–100

Advantageously, the GA fitness function may
be based on any property of interest, not neces-
sarily the energy.75,101–106 For organic molecular
crystals the goal is not just to locate the most
stable structure but also any potential poly-
morphs. In the most recent CSP blind test,24

GAs were used by usii and others (see submis-
sions #8, #12, #21).

Here, we present GAtor, a new, massively
parallel, first principles genetic algorithm (GA)
specifically designed for structure prediction
of crystal structures of (semi-)rigid molecules.
GAtor is written in Python with a modular
structure that allows the user to switch between
and/or modify core GA routines for specialized
purposes. For initial pool generation, GAtor re-
lies on a separate package, Genarris, reported
elsewhere107 and briefly described in Section
3.1. GAtor offers a variety of features that en-
able the user to customize the search settings as
needed for chemically diverse systems, includ-
ing different fitness, selection, crossover, and
mutation schemes. GAtor is designed to fully
utilize high performance computing (HPC) ar-
chitectures by spawning several parallel GA
replicas that read from and write to a com-
mon population of structures. This approach
does not require a full “generation” of candi-
dates to complete before performing a new se-
lection.97,98,106 For energy evaluations and lo-
cal optimization of trial structures, GAtor em-
ploys dispersion-inclusive DFT by interfacing
with the ab initio, all-electron electronic struc-
ture code FHI-aims.108,109

The paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes the DFT methods and numerical
settings of FHI-aims used in conjunction with
GAtor; Section 3 details GAtor’s paralleliza-
tion scheme and the features currently avail-

iiIn the sixth blind test we used a preliminary version
of GAtor.

Figure 1: Two-dimensional molecular diagrams
of four past blind test targets, Target I,20 Tar-
get II,20 Target XIII,22 and Target XXII.24

able in the code; Section 4 showcases applica-
tions of GAtor for a chemically diverse set of
four past blind test targets, 3,4-cyclobutylfuran
(Target I20), 5-cyano-3-hydroxythiophene (Tar-
get II20), 1,3-dibromo-2-chloro-5-fluorobenzene
(Target XIII22), and tricyano-1,4-dithiino[c]-
isothiazole (Target XXII24) shown in Fig. 1.
Finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks
and best practices.

2 DFT Settings

Because first principles calculations are compu-
tationally expensive, lighter DFT settings are
employed within the GA search, with the in-
tention of locating the experimental structure
and any potential polymorphs among the low-
est energy structures. To obtain more precise
rankings, the best structures produced from the
GA are postprocessed with higher-level func-
tionals and dispersion corrections. Hierarchal
screening approaches have become a common
practice in CSP.24 In GAtor, the user has the
option to input FHI-aims control files for any
desired level(s) of theory. The DFT settings
used in the present study are detailed below.

For local structural optimizations within the
GA, the generalized gradient approximation of
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)110,111 is used
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with the pairwise Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS)
dispersion-correction55 with lower-level numer-
ical settings, which correspond to the light nu-
merical settings and tier 1 basis sets of FHI-
aims.108 During local optimization, the space
group symmetry is allowed to vary. Addition-
ally, a 2× 2× 2 k-point grid and reduced angu-
lar grids are used. A convergence value of 10−5

electrons is set for the change in charge density
in the self-consistent field (SCF) cycle and SCF
forces and stress evaluations are not computed.
These settings are implemented in order to ac-
celerate geometry relaxations within the GA.
For Target XIII, atomic ZORA scalar relativ-
ity108 settings are used for the heavier halogen
elements.

For postprocessing, the best 5-10% of the
final structures produced by the GA are re-
relaxed and re-ranked using a 3× 3× 3 k-point
grid, PBE+TS, and higher-level numerical set-
tings, which correspond to the tight/tier2 de-
fault settings of FHI-aims.108 Next, single point
energy (SPE) evaluations are performed using
PBE with the MBD method57–59 for the best
structures as ranked by PBE+TS. The final
re-ranking is performed using the hybrid func-
tional PBE0112,113 with the MBD correction.
The inclusion of 25% exact exchange in PBE0
mitigates the self-interaction error, leading to
a more accurate description of electron den-
sities and multipoles.61,62 For some molecular
crystals the correct polymorph ranking is repro-
duced only when using PBE0+MBD.14,29 The
PBE0+MBD ranking is considered to be the
most reliable of the methods used here. Ther-
mal contributions to the total energy, shown
to change the energy ranking in approximately
9% of organic compounds,68 are not further in-
cluded in the present study.

3 Code Description

GAtor is written in Python and uses the
spglib114 crystal symmetries library, sci-
kit learn115 machine learning package, and
pymatgen116 library for materials analy-
sis. GAtor is available for download from
www.noamarom.com under a BSD-3 license.

The code is modular by design, such that core
GA tasks, such as selection, similarity checks,
crossover, and mutation can be interchanged
in the user input file and/or modified. For en-
ergy evaluations and local optimization GAtor
currently interfaces with the all-electron DFT
code FHI-aims,108,109 and may be modified to
interface with other electronic structure and
molecular dynamics packages.

Figure 2: An example workflow of GAtor on a
high performance computing cluster. In the di-
agram, N independent GA replicas run on N
computing nodes, with K core processing units
per node. Single point energy (SPE) evalua-
tions and local optimizations are performed us-
ing FHI-aims.

GAtor takes advantage of high performance
computing (HPC) architectures by avoiding
processor idle time and effectively utilizing all
available resources. An example workflow is
shown in Fig. 2. After initialization, the mas-
ter process spawns a user-defined number of
GA replicas across N nodes. Each indepen-
dent replica performs the core genetic algorithm
tasks independently while reading from and
writing to a dynamically updated pool of struc-
tures.97,98,106 Additional multiprocessing may
be utilized within each replica for child gener-
ation. GAtor has been tested on up to 16,384
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Blue Gene/Q nodes (262,144 cores) at the Ar-
gonne Leadership Computing Facility.

Two classes of breeding operators are imple-
mented in GAtor, crossover and mutation, de-
scribed in detail in Sections 3.4-3.5. Crossover
operators generate a child by combining the
structural genes of two parents, whereas mu-
tation operators create a child by altering the
structural genes of one parent. After selection,
either crossover or mutation is performed with
a user-defined probability. When multiprocess-
ing is used, the same set of parents (crossover)
or single parent (mutation) undergo the same
breeding operation, but with different random
parameters. If a child cannot pass the geometry
checks after a user-defined number of attempts,
a new selection is performed. Otherwise, the
first child that passes the geometry checks pro-
ceeds to the first uniqueness check. If a candi-
date structure successfully passes all geometry
checks, uniqueness checks, and energy cutoffs, it
is added to the common population. The fitness
of each structure in the population is updated,
and a new selection can be performed immedi-
ately. A detailed account of the core tasks and
features of the GA is provided below.

3.1 GA Initialization

During GA initialization GAtor reads in an ini-
tial pool of structures generated by the Genarris
random structure generation package107 using
the diverse workflow. Genarris generates ran-
dom symmetric crystal structures in the 230
crystallographic space groups and then com-
bines fragment-based DFT with clustering tech-
niques from machine learning to produce a
high-quality, diverse starting population at a
relatively low computational cost, as described
in detail in Ref. 107. The initial pool struc-
tures are pre-relaxed with PBE+TS and lower-
level numerical settings as described in Section
2 and their total energies are stored beforehand.
GAtor updates the starting fitness values of the
initial pool structures, as described below, be-
fore performing selection.

3.2 Fitness Evaluation

The fitness of an individual determines its likeli-
hood of being chosen for crossover or mutation.
GAtor provides a traditional energy-based fit-
ness function, in which structures with lower
relative stabilities are assigned higher fitness
values. Additionally, GAtor provides the op-
tion of a cluster-based fitness function, which
can use various clustering techniques to per-
form evolutionary niching. Using cluster-based
fitness can reduce genetic drift, as explained be-
low, by suppressing the over-sampling of certain
regions of the potential energy surface and pro-
moting the evolution of several subpopulations
simultaneously.

3.2.1 Energy-based Fitness

In energy-based fitness, the total energy Ei of
the ith structure in the population is evaluated
using dispersion-inclusive DFT as detailed in
Section 2. The fitness fi of each structure is
defined as,

fi =
εi∑
i εi

0 ≤ f ≤ 1 (1)

εi =
Emax − Ei
Emax − Emin

(2)

where εi is the ith structure’s relative energy,
and Emax and Emin correspond to the struc-
tures with the dynamically updated highest and
lowest total energies in the population, respec-
tively.97,98,106 Hence, structures with lower rel-
ative energies have higher fitness values.

3.2.2 Cluster-Based Fitness

When using a traditional energy-based fitness
function, a GA may be prone to exploring the
same region(s) of the potential energy surface,
which may or may not include the experimen-
tal structure(s) or the global minimum struc-
ture. This may be due to a number of fac-
tors, including lack of diversity in the common
population and biases towards or against cer-
tain packing motifs over time, a phenomenon
known as genetic drift. Genetic drift can result
from biases in the initial pool107 and from the
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topology of the potential energy landscape (e.g.
a desirable packing motif for a given molecule
could be located in narrow well that is rarely
visited). The search may also be influenced by
systematic biases of the energy method used
(e.g., the exchange-correlation functional and
dispersion method), towards or against certain
packing motifs.14

GAs may be adapted to be more suitable
for multi-modal optimization using evolution-
ary niching methods.117–119 Niching methods
support the formation of stable subpopulations
in the neighborhood of several optimal solu-
tions. For molecular crystal structure predic-
tion, incorporating niching techniques may in-
crease diversity and diminish the effect of inher-
ent or initial pool biases. The goal is for the GA
to locate all low-energy polymorphs that may or
may not have similar structural motifs to the
experimentally observed crystal structure(s) or
the most stable crystal structure present in the
population.

GAtor provides the option to dynamically
cluster the common population of molecular
crystals into groups (niches) of structural simi-
larity, using pre-defined feature vectors for each
target molecule and clustering algorithms im-
plemented in the sci-kit learn machine learn-
ing Python package.115 Currently, GAtor offers
the use of radial distribution function (RDF)
vectors of interatomic distances for user-defined
species, relative coordinate descriptor (RCD)
vectors,107 or a simple lattice parameter based
descriptor, L, given by:

L =
1

3
√
V

(a, b, c) (3)

where V is the unit cell volume and a, b, and
c are the structure’s lattice parameters after
employing Niggli reduction120–123 and unit cell
standardization. Niggli reduction produces a
unique representation of the translation vectors
of the unit cell but does not define a standard
orientation. Therefore, all unit cell lattice vec-
tors are standardized such that ~a points along
the x̂ direction, ~b lies in the xy plane, and the
convention a ≤ b ≤ c is used. The lattice pa-
rameter based descriptor encourages the sam-

pling of under-represented lattices in the pop-
ulation (e.g. structures which are almost 2D
which may have one lattice parameter signifi-
cantly shorter than the others). GAtor offers
K-Means124 and Affinity Propagation (AP)125

clustering, and may be adapted to use other
clustering algorithms implemented in sci-kit
learn. AP is a clustering method that deter-
mines the number of clusters in a data set,
based on a structure similarity matrix, rather
than defining the number of clusters a pri-
ori. This has the advantage of resolving small,
structurally distinct clusters.107 Once the com-
mon population has been clustered into niches,
a fitness sharing scheme117 is applied such that
a structure’s scaled fitness, f ′i , is given by

f ′i =
fi
mi

(4)

where mi is a cluster-based scaling parame-
ter, currently determined by the number of
structures in each individual’s shared cluster.
This clustering scheme increases the fitness of
under-sampled low-energy motifs within the
population, and suppresses the over-sampling
of densely populated regions. One example of
evolutionary niching is discussed in Section 4.1
for Target XXII. Further investigations of the
effect of the descriptor and the fitness function
will be the subject of future work.

There are a variety of other strategies for in-
corporating niching or clustering into an evo-
lutionary algorithm. Refs. 126- 127 use fin-
gerprint functions based on inter-atomic dis-
tances to prevent too dissimilar structures from
mating. Recently, Ref. 99 explored incor-
porating agglomerative hierarchical clustering
(AHC) into an evolutionary algorithm applied
to organic molecules and surfaces. AHC detects
the number of clusters in the given data set,
similar to AP. One of their methods promoted
selection of cluster outliers, while another uti-
lized a fitness function that combined the struc-
ture’s cluster size with its energy, similar to the
technique employed in GAtor.
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3.3 Selection

Selection is inspired by the evolutionary prin-
ciple of survival of the fittest. In GAtor, indi-
viduals with structural motifs associated with
higher fitness values have a higher probability
of being selected for mating. GAtor currently
offers a choice of two genetic algorithm selection
strategies: roulette wheel selection and tourna-
ment selection.

3.3.1 Roulette wheel selection

This selection technique128 simulates a roulette
wheel, where fitter individuals in the population
conceptually take up larger slots on the wheel,
and therefore have a higher probability of being
selected when the wheel is spun. In GAtor, the
procedure is as follows: First, a random number
r is chosen, uniform in the interval [0, 1]. Then,
a parent structure is selected for mating if it has
the first sorted, normalized fitness value with
fi > r.97,98,106

3.3.2 Tournament Selection

In tournament selection,128 a user-defined num-
ber of individuals are randomly selected from
the common population to form a tournament.
In GAtor, the two structures with the highest
fitness values in the tournament (i.e. the win-
ner and the runner-up) are selected for mating.
Tournament selection is efficient (requiring no
sorting of the population) and gives the user
control over the selection pressure via control
of the tournament size.129

3.4 Crossover

Crossover is a breeding operator that combines
the structural genes of two parent structures
selected for mating to form a single offspring.
The crossover operators implemented in GAtor
were developed specifically for organic molec-
ular crystals. The popular ‘cut-and-splice’130

crossover operator used in other genetic algo-
rithms, takes a random fraction of the each
parent’s unit cell (and the motifs within) and
pastes them together. While this approach is
successful for structure prediction of clusters

and inorganic crystals,78,79,84,85,94,96–99,106,131,132

it may not be the most natural choice for molec-
ular crystals because it can break important
space group symmetries that may be associ-
ated with, e.g., efficient packing and lower total
energies. Initialization of the starting popula-
tion within random symmetric space groups has
been shown to increase the efficiency of evolu-
tionary searches.87,127,133,134 In the same vein,
further steps can be taken to design the breed-
ing operators themselves to exploit and explore
the symmetry of the starting population and to
reduce the number of expensive first principles
calculations on structures far from equilibrium.
Therefore, several mutation and crossover op-
erators implemented in GAtor can preserve or
break certain space group symmetries of the
parent structure(s), as detailed below.

3.4.1 Standard Crossover

In this crossover scheme each parent’s genes
are represented by the Niggli-reduced, stan-
dardized unit cell lattice parameters and angles
(a, b, c, α, β, γ) as well as the molecular geom-
etryiii, orientation Φ = (θz, θy, θx), and center
of mass (COM) position in fractional coordi-
nates, RCOM, of each molecule within the unit
cell. The orientation of each molecule within
the unit cell is defined by computing the θz, θy,
and θx Euler angles, respectively, which rotate
a Cartesian reference frame to an inertial refer-
ence frame aligned with each molecule’s princi-
pal axes of rotation. When generating a child
structure, the molecules in the unit cell of each
parent structure are randomly paired together.
The fractional COM positions for each molecule
in the child structure are directly inherited from
one randomly selected parent. The lattice pa-
rameters from each parent are combined with
random fractions to form the lattice parame-
ters of the child structure. The child’s molecu-
lar geometries are inherited from one randomly

iiiThe geometry of the molecules are allowed to relax
during local optimization. This is important for semi-
rigid molecules, such as Target XXII. This extra degree
of freedom is accounted for in the crossover process by
randomly selecting the relaxed molecular geometry from
one parent.
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selected parent and initially centered at the ori-
gin with their principal axes of rotation aligned
with the Cartesian axes. The final orientations
of the molecules in the child structure are con-
structed by combining the orientation angles of
the paired molecules from the parent structures
with random fractions.

Fig. 3, panel (a) shows an example of stan-
dard crossover for two selected parent struc-
tures of Target XXII with space groups P21/c
and Pca21, respectively. Four molecules from
each parent are randomly selected (circled in
blue) and paired together. The molecular ge-
ometries and COM positions of the child struc-
ture are both inherited from the P21/c par-
ent structure. The orientation angles of the
molecules paired from each parent structure
are combined with random fractions. The lat-
tice parameters are also combined with random
fractions. In this specific example, a child struc-
ture is created with a Z ′ = 2 motif that has
lower symmetry than either of its parents, P 1̄,
but still contains inversion symmetry before lo-
cal optimization.

Figure 3: Examples of (a) standard crossover
and (b-c) symmetric crossover applied to se-
lected parent structures of Target XXII. The
colors of the molecules correspond to the sym-
metry operations applied to the asymmetric
unit of each structure, shown in white. The
structures shown are projected along the ~a lat-
tice vector and the ~b, and ~c lattice vectors are
highlighted in green and blue, respectively.

3.4.2 Symmetric Crossover

In this crossover scheme each parent’s genes are
represented by the orientation and COM posi-
tion of their respective crystallographic asym-
metric units as well as their respective space
group operations and unit cell lattice parame-
ters. For the explicit computation of each par-
ent’s asymmetric unit and space group opera-
tions, GAtor relies on the pymatgen116 package,
which utilizes the spglib crystal symmetries li-
brary.114 When generating a child structure, the
genes of the parents are combined strategically
to preserve one parent’s space group as detailed
below.

First, the asymmetric unit and corresponding
space group operations are deduced for both
parents. If the two asymmetric units contain
the same number of molecules, then the respec-
tive molecules in each unit are paired together.
If the asymmetric units contain a different num-
ber of molecules, then one parent’s asymmet-
ric unit is used as a reference and paired with
an equivalent number of molecules in the sec-
ond parent’s unit cell. If the asymmetric units
contain different relaxed molecular geometries,
then the molecular conformations in the child’s
asymmetric unit may be randomly inherited
from one parent. The orientation and COM
position of the molecule(s) within the child’s
asymmetric unit are constructed by combin-
ing the orientation and COM position of the
paired molecule(s) from each parent with ran-
dom fractions. If both parents possess the same
Bravais lattice type then their lattice parame-
ters may be combined with random fractions.
Otherwise, the child’s lattice is randomly in-
herited from one parent. Finally, the sym-
metry operations (containing specific transla-
tions, reflections, and rotations of the asymmet-
ric unit in fractional coordinates) are selected
from one parent and applied to the child’s gen-
erated asymmetric unit and lattice. Either par-
ent’s space group operations may be randomly
selected and applied to the child’s asymmetric
unit when both parents possess the same num-
ber of molecule’s in the asymmetric unit and
the same Bravais lattice type. Otherwise, one
parent’s space group operations will be compat-
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ible with the symmetry of the generated lattice
and asymmetric unit by construction and are
thus applied. This crossover procedure ensures
the space group of the child is directly inher-
ited from one of its parents, at least before lo-
cal optimization, which does not constrain the
symmetry of the child structure.

Examples of symmetric crossover are shown
in Fig. 3, panels (b) and (c). The participat-
ing asymmetric units of the parent and child
structures are circled in red. In panel (b), the
child structure inherits the molecular geome-
try from the Pca21 parent structure, which is
more planar than the molecular geometry of
the P21/c structure. The orientations of the
asymmetric units (both Z ′=1) and lattice vec-
tors of both parents are combined with random
weights. The space group symmetry operations
from the Pca21 parent are applied to the child’s
asymmetric unit on the generated lattice. In
panel (c), the child structure inherits the molec-
ular geometry and symmetry operations from
the P21/c parent structure. The randomness
used when creating the orientation of the motif
in the asymmetric unit explains why the child
shown in panel (b) has a different orientation
of the asymmetric unit as the one shown in
panel (c), and allows for more diversity in the
generated offspring. In these specific examples,
both child structures produced using symmetric
crossover have higher symmetry than the child
produced with standard crossover, before local
optimization.

3.5 Mutation

Mutation operators are applied to the genes of
single parent structures to form new offspring.
In GAtor, certain mutations may promote ex-
ploration of the potential energy surface via
dramatic structural changes, while others may
exploit promising regions via subtle changes.
The user chooses the percentage of selected
structures that undergo mutation, and may se-
lect specific or random mutations to be applied.
GAtor also provides an option that allows a
percentage of structures to undergo a combi-
nation of any two mutation operations before
local optimization. This approach encourages

exploration and may reduce the number of du-
plicate structures generated in the search.85

3.5.1 Strains

GAtor offers a variety of strain operators that
produce child structures by acting upon the lat-
tice vectors of the selected parent structure.
Similar to Refs. 78, 87, and 85, the strain tensor
is represented using the symmetric Voigt strain
matrix ε,

ε =

ε11 ε12
2

ε13
2

ε12
2

ε22
ε23
2

ε13
2

ε23
2

ε33

 . (5)

The strain matrix is applied to each lattice vec-
tor ~aparent of the chosen parent structure to pro-
duce the lattice vector of the child ~achild via

~achild = ~aparent + ε~aparent. (6)

The components of εij are chosen to produce
different modes of strain. To apply random
strains, all six unique εij components are ran-
domly selected from a normal distribution with
a user-defined standard deviation that deter-
mines the strength of the applied strain. To
apply random deformations in certain crystal-
lographic directions, one or more random εij
may be chosen while the others are set to 0.
Strains that preserve the overall unit cell vol-
ume of the parent structure, or change a single
unit cell angle, may also be applied. When ap-
plying a strain, the COM of each molecule is
moved according to its fractional coordinates.
An example strain mutation is shown in Fig.
4, panel (a). Here, a random strain is applied
that transforms the lattice of the parent struc-
ture from monoclinic (α = γ = 90; β 6= 90)
to triclinic (α 6= β 6= γ 6= 90). The COM
of each molecule is moved accordingly, break-
ing the glide and screw symmetry of the parent
structure and creating a Z ′=2 child structure.

3.5.2 Molecular Rotations

Rotation mutations change the orientations of
the molecules in the selected parent structure.
Different random rotations may be applied to
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Figure 4: Examples of (a) random strain, (b)
rotation, and (c) translation mutations applied
to a P21/c structure of Target XXII. The col-
ors of the molecules correspond to the symme-
try operations applied to the asymmetric unit
of each structure, shown in white and circled in
red. The structures shown are projected along
the ~a lattice vector and the ~b, and ~c lattice vec-
tors are highlighted in green and blue, respec-
tively.

the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms in se-
lected molecules centered at the origin, or the
same random rotation can be applied about
each molecule’s principal axes of rotation. For
Z ′=1 structures, the latter type of rotation is
equivalent to randomly changing the orienta-
tion of molecule in the asymmetric unit, as
shown in Fig. 4, panel (b). Here, each molecule
from the parent structure receives the same ran-
dom rotation about its principal axes of rota-
tion, rotating the asymmetric unit and preserv-
ing the parent’s P21/c symmetry in the result-
ing offspring.

3.5.3 Translations

Translational mutations change the position of
RCOM for certain molecules within the unit cell.
They are either applied randomly to the COM
(in Cartesian coordinates) of randomly selected
molecules, or in a random direction in the basis
of the each molecule’s inertial reference frame,
constructed from each molecule’s principal axes
of rotation. An example of the latter type
of mutation is depicted in Fig. 4, panel (c).
Here, each molecule from the parent structure

receives the same random translation in the ba-
sis of its inertial reference frame. In this case,
paired enantiomers are translated in equal and
opposite directions, which breaks the glide sym-
metry of the parent structure, and forms an
asymmetric unit containing two molecules in a
tightly packed dimer.

3.5.4 Permutations

Permutation mutations swap RCOM for ran-
domly selected molecules in the parent unit cell.
Depending on the point group symmetry of the
molecule, the lattice, and the permutation, this
operator can preserve, add, or break certain
space group symmetries of the parent struc-
ture. An example permutation mutation that
preserves the parent’s space group symmetry is
shown in Fig. 5, panel (a). Here, a permu-
tation is applied which effectively swaps RCOM

of the highlighted asymmetric unit (shown in
white) and its nearest neighbor (shown in yel-
low), as well as swapping RCOM of the two other
molecules in the unit cell related by screw and
glide symmetry (shown in green and fuchsia, re-
spectively). As a result, the child structure in-
herits the P21/c symmetry of the parent struc-
ture.

3.5.5 Permutation-Rotations and Permutation-
Reflections

Permutation-rotation mutations swap ran-
domly selected molecules within the unit cell
and then apply a random rotation about their
principal axes of rotation. Fig. 5, panel (b)
shows an example of permutation-rotation.
Here, the two molecules in the parent unit cell
colored in yellow and green swap position and
undergo a random rotation, while the others re-
main fixed. As a result, the structure produced
(space group Pc) no longer contains the exact
two fold screw symmetry of the parent structure
(space group P21/c) and effectively contains
an asymmetric unit consisting of two molecules
with the same chirality. In the permutation-
reflection mutation, half of the molecules in the
unit cell swap positions and then undergo a
reflection in the xy, yz, or zx Cartesian planes
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Figure 5: Examples of (a) permutation, (b)
permutation-rotation, and (c) permutation-
reflection mutations applied to a P21/c struc-
ture of Target XXII. The colors of the molecules
correspond to the symmetry operations applied
to the asymmetric unit of each structure, shown
in white and circled in red. The structures
shown are projected along the ~a lattice vector
and the ~b, and ~c lattice vectors are highlighted
in green and blue, respectively.

centered at their COM. Fig. 5, panel (c) shows
an example of permutation-reflection. Here, the
two molecules in the parent unit cell colored in
yellow and fuchsia swap positions and undergo
a reflection about the zx plane pointing out of
the page, while the others remain fixed. As
a result, the structure produced (space group
P21) no longer contains the glide symmetry of
the parent structure (space group P21/c), and
effectively contains an asymmetric unit con-
sisting of two molecules of the same chirality.
For crystals containing chiral molecules, such
as Target XXII, this mutation can be espe-
cially effective because it can swap the relative
positioning of enantiomers within the unit cell.

3.6 Rejection Criteria

Because crossover and mutation operations are
performed randomly on a diverse set of struc-
tures, the offspring generated may be unphysi-
cal or duplicates of existing structures. GAtor
applies various criteria for rejecting a child
structure before performing local optimization.
This preserves the diversity of the population

by preventing uncontrolled multiplication of
similar structures and avoids computationally
expensive local optimization of unreasonable or
redundant structures.

3.6.1 Geometry Checks

Structures may be rejected if any two inter-
molecular contacts are too close. The minimum
distance dmin between any two atoms A and B
belonging to different molecules is given by:

dmin = sr(rA + rB) (7)

where rA and rB are the vdW radii of the atoms
A and B, respectively, and sr is a user-defined
parameter typically set between 0.6-0.9. Addi-
tionally, the user may constrain how close the
COMs of any two molecules are allowed to be,
or specify the allowed unit cell volume range for
the generated structures. If the children pro-
duced by a parent or set of parents do not pass
the geometry checks after a user-defined num-
ber of attempts, a new selection is performed.

3.6.2 Similarity Checks

Identifying duplicate crystal structures is crit-
ical for maintaining diversity and preventing a
GA from getting stuck in a specific region of
the potential energy surface. Furthermore, it
is imperative to identify structures that are too
similar to others in the existing population be-
fore local optimization to avoid expensive and
redundant DFT calculations. Checking for du-
plicates is complicated by the fact that multi-
ple representations exist for the same crystal
structure. To address this issue, Niggli reduc-
tion120–123 and cell standardization are used for
all structures within GAtor, as previously de-
scribed in Section 3.2.2.

GAtor performs a similarity check on all gen-
erated offspring before and after local opti-
mization. The pre-relaxation similarity check
prevents the local optimization of any struc-
tures too similar to others in the population,
using loose site and lattice parameter toler-
ances in pymatgen’s StructureMatcher class.116

The post-relaxation similarity check identifies
whether any optimized structures relaxed into
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bona fide duplicates of existing structures in
the population, using stricter site and lattice
parameter tolerance settings. If the candi-
date structure is found to have a similar lat-
tice to another in the common pool (within the
user-defined tolerances for the lattice parameter
lengths and angles), then the root mean square
(RMS) distances are computed between equiv-
alent atomic sites. If the maximum, normalized
RMS distance is within the user-defined toler-
ance, then the two structures are determined to
be duplicates.

3.6.3 Single Point Energy (SPE) Cutoff

Single point DFT calculations, using PBE+TS
and lower-level numerical settings, are per-
formed on unrelaxed offspring to decide
whether they should undergo local optimiza-
tion, as shown in Fig. 2. If the energy of the
unrelaxed structure is higher than the user-
defined cutoff, it is immediately rejected. This
reserves computational resources for the local
optimization of structures with energies that
are more likely to have desirable genetic fea-
tures. The energy cutoff can be fixed or set
relative to the current global minimum. Typi-
cally, the relative energy cutoff is set to 70-120
kJ/mol per molecule, however it may be sys-
tem dependent. A recommended best practice
is to set the cutoff to prevent the addition of
structures worse in energy than those in the
diverse initial pool.

3.7 Termination

Because there is no unique way of converging
a genetic algorithm, the user specifies simple
conditions for when the code should terminate.
One option is choosing to terminate the algo-
rithm if a certain number of the best structures
in the common population have not changed in
a user-defined amount of iterations (e.g. if the
top 20 structures have not changed in 50 itera-
tions of the GA). This tracks whether all low-
energy structures have been located in a reason-
able number of iterations. Here, an iteration is
defined as when a structure has passed all rejec-
tion criteria and is added to the common pool.

Alternatively, the user may choose to terminate
after the total population has reached a certain
size. Additionally, the user may terminate the
code manually at any time. If GAtor stops due
to, e.g. wall time limits or hardware failures,
there is an option to restart the code and finish
all calculations leftover from the previous run
before performing new selection. Code restarts
can also be used strategically to modify the GA
settings (e.g. to tighten the energy cutoffs or
change mutation schemes) without affecting the
common population of structures.

4 Applications

GAtor was used to perform crystal structure
prediction for the four chemically diverse blind
test targets shown in Fig. 1. The initial pool
for each target was generated with Genarris107

to create a starting population of diverse, high-
quality structures.107 The distribution of space
groups for each initial pool is provided in the
supporting information. The generated initial
pool structures were locally optimized with the
same DFT settings used in the GA and checked
for duplicates. For each molecule, a variety of
crossover, mutation, and selection parameters
were run on the same initial population. For
testing purposes, GA searches were performed
only with the same number of molecules per
unit cell as the experimental structure(s). The
number of molecules in the asymmetric unit was
not constrained. In all cases, the experimen-
tal structures were generated as well as several
other low-energy structures that may be viable
polymorphs.

4.1 Target XXII

Target XXII (C8S3N4) was selected from the
sixth blind test.24 It belongs to a unique class
of compounds, called thiacyanocarbons, which
only contain carbon, nitrogen, sulfur and a plu-
rality of cyano groups.135 The molecule contains
no rotatable bonds, however it can bend about
the S-S axis of the six-membered ring. The en-
ergy barrier between its chiral forms is small,
leading to the appearance of many structures
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Figure 6: (a) The average energy of the top
20 Target XXII structures as a function of GA
iteration and (b) the global minimum structure
generated as a function of GA iteration, shown
for different GA runs. S, N, and C atoms are
colored in yellow, blue, and grey, respectively.
The structures shown are projected along the
~b lattice vector and the ~a, and ~c lattice vectors
are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.

with planar or near-planar conformations in
the computed crystalline energy landscape.14,24

The correct crystal structure of Target XXII
was generated by 12 out of 21 groups that par-
ticipated in category 1 of the most recent blind
test,24 and ranked as the most stable structure
by 4 groups.

GAtor was run with a variety of GA settings
using the same initial pool. In principle, a GA
should be run numerous times to determine how
a particular group of settings perform. Because
GAtor is a first principles algorithm a more
practical approach is adopted, where different
GA settings are used in several runs and then
the structures produced from all runs are com-
bined for postprocessing. For Target XXII, the
initial pool contained 100 structures in a va-
riety of space groups. All runs were stopped

when the number of structures added to the
common population from the GA reached 550
structures. Fig. 6 shows an analysis of the vari-
ous GA runs. Here, a GA iteration corresponds
to when a single structure has passed all rejec-
tion criteria and has been added to the common
population. The shorthand notation used for
the different GA runs is as follows: standard
crossover (SC), symmetric crossover (SymC),
tournament selection (T), and roulette wheel
selection (R). The percentage (e.g. 75%) indi-
cates the crossover probability, with the remain-
ing percentage (e.g. 25%) indicating mutation
probability. For runs that used tournament se-
lection, the tournament size is shown in paren-
theses. Cluster-based fitness is denoted by a C
after the selection type. Here, Affinity Propaga-
tion125 clustering was used with the descriptor
given by Eq. 3, which promotes the selection of
structures with under-sampled lattice parame-
ters. Although this descriptor is simple, it pro-
vides insight into the behavior of cluster-based
fitness in the GA and was successful in generat-
ing the experimental structure of Target XXII.

The average energy of the top 20 structures
per GA iteration for the different runs is shown
in Fig. 6, panel (a). The energies shown are
relative to the global minimum structure eval-
uated with PBE+TS and lower-level numer-
ical settings. For the seven runs that used
energy-based fitness, the average energy of the
top 20 structures smoothly converges to within
approximately 5 kJ/mol per molecule of the
global minimum structure upon GA termina-
tion. The runs that used tournament selection
had a slightly lower average energy of the top
20 structures over time compared to the runs
using roulette wheel selection. The run that
used clustering, depicted in orange, shows a
larger average energy than the other runs and
a slower, more erratic convergence of the top
20 structures to within 7 kJ/mol per molecule
of the global minimum structure upon GA ter-
mination. This behavior is not unusual be-
cause the cluster-based fitness explicitly pro-
motes under-represented structures in the pop-
ulation, which may have higher energies.

For all runs, the minimum energy structure
as a function of GA iteration is shown in Fig.
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Figure 7: The different evolutionary routes which generated the experimental structure of Target
XXII for different runs of the GA. The ~a, ~b, and ~c crystallographic lattice vectors are displayed in
red, green, and blue, respectively.

6, panel (b). The energies of the experimen-
tal structure and the lowest energy structure
in the initial pool are also indicated. The latter
happened to correspond to the PBE+TS global
minimum structure using lower-level numerical
settings. We note that the initial pool produced
by Genarris is not random, but rather con-
sists of a diverse set of structures pre-screened
with a Harris Approximation,136 as detailed in
Ref. 107. All runs generated the experimen-
tal structure (located approximately 3.3 kJ/mol
per molecule above the global minimum) but
at different GA iterations. Most runs located
structures lower in energy than the experimen-
tal, but only those that used tournament se-
lection and energy-based fitness (shown in red,
yellow, green, and cyan) generated the second
to the global minimum structure. GA runs
that used symmetric crossover, tournament se-
lection, and energy-based fitness (shown in yel-
low, green, and cyan) found the experimen-
tal structure in fewer GA iterations on average
than the runs that used energy-based fitness
and roulette wheel selection (shown in blue,
purple, and pink).

Fig. 7 depicts different evolutionary routes

that generated the experimental structure in
selected GA runs. Each route starts from an
initial pool structure and details the various
breeding operations (followed by local optimiza-
tion), which ultimately generate the experi-
mental structure. The variety of evolutionary
routes and paths highlights the flexibility and
randomness of the GA. In particular, the run
that utilized the cluster-based fitness function,
shown in orange, took a unique path to the ex-
perimental structure. A crucial mutation along
this route was permutation-reflection, which
introduced an inversion center and created a
P 1̄, Z ′=2 structure. This P 1̄ structure subse-
quently underwent permutation followed by lo-
cal optimization to generate the P21/n exper-
imental structure. Overall, the combination of
symmetric crossover and mutation was highly
effective for Target XXII.

A detailed comparison between the runs that
used tournament selection and 50% percent
standard crossover, with and without cluster-
based fitness, is shown in Fig. 8. The final
structures produced from the cluster-based fit-
ness run, including the initial pool, formed 15
clusters, using Affinity Propagation with the
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Figure 8: A comparison of the clusters and structural motifs found in (a) the initial pool, (b) the
common population evolved using energy-based fitness, and (c) the common population evolved
with cluster-based fitness. The average energy for each cluster is plotted using black circles and the
standard deviation of energies for each cluster is depicted in grey. For the crystal structures shown,
the ~a, ~b, and ~c crystallographic lattice vectors are displayed in red, green, and blue, respectively.

lattice parameter based descriptor and a Eu-
clidean metric. The structures from the run
which used energy-based fitness were assigned
to one of the 15 clusters from the cluster-based
run. Panel (a) depicts the population of the
initial pool, while panels (b) and (c) depict
the independent evolution of the initial popu-
lation for the energy and cluster-based fitness
runs, respectively. The initial pool contained
several low-energy structures with planar or
near-planar conformations, which tend to have
shorter a parameters than structures with bent
conformations, such as the experimental struc-
ture. Panel (b) reveals initial pool bias and
genetic drift in the run that used energy-based
fitness. Initial pool bias is evident from the fact
that the GA hardly explores regions not repre-
sented in the initial pool. Genetic drift is appar-
ent from the preferential exploration of the clus-
ters labeled 1, 4, and 6, compared to other clus-

ters represented in the initial pool. These clus-
ters contain layered structures with planar or
near-planar conformations, examples of which
are shown in panels (a) and (b). Such struc-
tures likely correspond to large, shallow basins
of the energy landscape that are frequently
visited. In addition, these structural motifs
are systematically favored by PBE+TS, as dis-
cussed in detail in Ref. 14 and below. Cluster
0, which contains structures with a bent confor-
mation, including the experimental structure, is
sampled less frequently, possibly because such
structures correspond to narrow wells in the po-
tential energy surface that are more difficult to
locate. Panel (c) demonstrates that evolution-
ary niching helps overcome initial pool biases
and genetic drift. In this case, a more uniform
sampling of the potential energy landscape is
achieved. Clusters 1, 4, and 6 have fewer mem-
bers than in the energy-based run, while clus-
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Figure 9: (a) The relative total energies as obtained by different dispersion-inclusive DFT methods
and (b) the PBE0+MBD energy versus density of putative crystal structures of Target XXII.

The top 8 predicted structures, as ranked by PBE0+MBD, are shown in color. The ~a, ~b, and ~c
crystallographic lattice vectors are displayed in red, green, and blue, respectively.

ter 0 has more members. Evidently, for Tar-
get XXII, utilizing cluster-based fitness with
the lattice parameter descriptor suppressed the
over-selection of crystal structures with planar
or near-planar conformations. This descriptor
was effective for Target XXII because in this
case the unit cell shape is correlated with the
molecular conformation. Furthermore, several
clusters outside the boundaries of the initial
pool were only explored with the cluster-based
fitness function. These clusters include, for ex-
ample, structures with more elongated unit cell
shapes (a representative structure is shown for
cluster 2). This demonstrates that evolution-
ary niching can correct initial pool biases and
explore novel regions of the potential energy
surface (this may be particularly useful if the
initial pool is not as optimal as the pools pro-
duced by Genarris). However, it does so at the
price of an increased computational cost, and in
this case generates more high-energy structures
that may or may not be useful for the purpose
of maintaining diversity.

All structures generated were combined into a
final set of 200 unique structures evaluated with
PBE+TS and lower-level numerical settings.
The structures were re-relaxed using PBE+TS

with higher-level numerical settings and sub-
sequently re-checked for duplicates. The final
100 PBE+TS structures were then re-ranked
with PBE+MBD and PBE0+MBD, as shown
in panel (a) of Fig. 9. The re-ranking of Tar-
get XXII structures generated within the sixth
CSP blind test has been discussed extensively in
Ref. 14. It has been demonstrated therein that
different exchange-correlation functionals and
dispersion methods systematically favor spe-
cific packing motifs. The experimental struc-
ture was ranked as the top structure only by
PBE0+MBD. The same trends are observed
here. Within the present study, the top 100
Z=4 structures are located within relative en-
ergy windows of 6.7, 7.5, and 9.6 kJ/mol
per molecule using PBE+TS, PBE+MBD, and
PBE0+MBD, respectively. The number of
structures generated in these intervals shows
significant improvement compared to our sub-
mission to the sixth blind test. In particular,
an important low-energy structure (ranked as
#3 by PBE0+MBD) was located in the present
study in addition to the experimental structure.
These improvements may be attributed to a
number of factors including updated crossover,
mutation, and similarity checks, as well as the
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use of a more diverse and comprehensive ini-
tial pool as generated by Genarris.107 Panel (b)
of Fig. 9 shows the PBE0+MBD energy ver-
sus density for the structures. Structures with
bent molecular conformations, including the ex-
perimental structure, have lower densities than
structures with planar or near-planar conforma-
tions.

4.2 Target II

Target II (C5H3NOS) was selected from the sec-
ond blind test.20,137 At the time, no partici-
pating groups used ab initio methods for the
structure prediction of this molecule, and only
one group submitted the correct experimen-
tal structure, ranking it as their second most
thermodynamically stable structure. Fig. 10
shows an analysis of the different GA runs that
successfully generated the experimental crystal
structure of Target II. The initial pool con-
tained 45 structures. Each run was stopped
when the number of additions to the common
pool reached 350. The average energy of the
top 20 structures as a function of GA iteration
is shown in panel (a) of Fig. 10. All energies
shown are relative to the energy of the global
minimum structure as ranked by PBE+TS with
the lower-level numerical settings used within
the GA. All runs converged the top 20 struc-
tures to within 4 kJ/mol per molecule when
the GA was terminated. The run that used
100% pure mutation (denoted by 100% M) with
tournament selection, shown in purple, consis-
tently exhibited the lowest average energy of
the top 20 structures. In panel (b), the min-
imum energy structure added by the GA as a
function of GA iteration is shown along with the
lowest-energy structure from the initial popula-
tion and the experimental structure. All runs
generated the experimental structure, as well
as at least one other structure lower in energy.
Two runs, shown in orange and yellow, gen-
erated the most structures with lower energies
than the experimental. Strain mutations were
particularly effectively at generating new low-
energy structures for this target.

All structures produced by the different GA
runs were combined into a final set of 200

Figure 10: (a) The average energy of the top
20 Target II structures as a function of GA it-
eration and (b) the global minimum structure
generated as a function of GA iteration, shown
for different GA runs. S, N, O, C, and H atoms
are colored in yellow, blue, red, grey, and white,
respectively. The ~a, ~b, and ~c crystallographic
lattice vectors are displayed in red, green, and
blue, respectively.

non-duplicate structures as evaluated with
PBE+TS and lower-level numerical settings.
The structures were re-relaxed with PBE+TS
and higher-level numerical settings and sub-
sequently re-checked for duplicates. The final
100 PBE+TS structures were then re-ranked
with PBE+MBD and PBE0+MBD, as shown
in panel (a) of Fig. 11. The top 10 structures
as ranked by PBE0+MBD are highlighted in
color. The top 100 structures are found in rela-
tive energy windows of 5.3, 5.5, and 6.1 kJ/mol
per molecule using PBE+TS, PBE+MBD, and
PBE0+MBD, respectively. Interestingly, the
experimental structure becomes less stable
with increasingly accurate DFT methods and
is ranked as #10 with PBE0+MBD. Structures
ranked as #4-#10 with PBE0+MBD display
layered packing motifs in several different space
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Figure 11: (a) The relative total energies as obtained by different dispersion-inclusive DFT methods
and (b) the PBE0+MBD energy versus density of putative crystal structures of Target II. The top 10

predicted structures, as ranked by PBE0+MBD, are shown in color. The ~a,~b, and ~c crystallographic
lattice vectors are displayed in red, green, and blue, respectively.

groups, within an energy window of approxi-
mately 0.6 kJ/mol per molecule. The layered
motif of Target II is characterized by hydrogen-
bonds that form 1D chains between the hy-
droxyl group of one molecule and the nitrile
group of another (O−H· · ·N) that are stacked
on top of one another as shown in Fig. S1 in
the supporting information. The prediction of
nearly energetically degenerate crystal struc-
tures consisting of the same sheet stacked in
different ways is a common phenomena.12,138,139

While the structures ranked #4-#10 are deter-
mined as distinct lattice energy minima, they
likely converge to a lower number of minima on
the free energy surface.12,140

The structure ranked as #3 by PBE0+MBD
(shown in yellow) was not reported by any par-
ticipating group during the second blind test
and has the highest computed density of the
low-energy structures, as shown in panel (b) of
Fig. 11. This structure contains the same 1D
hydrogen-bonded patterns as the experimen-
tal structure, but with zig-zag stacking. Ref.
141 later performed an additional CSP study
on Target II using a tailor-made force field142

within the GRACE software. This method-
ology has been highly successful at CSP and
predicted all five targets in the most recent
blind test.24 Searching structures with Z ′=1,
this study predicted the #3 PBE0+MBD zig-
zag structure for the first time, ranking it as
the global minimum structure when re-ranked
using DFT with a pairwise dispersion correc-
tion.143 Furthermore, it was shown that this
form became more stable with increasing pres-
sure, suggesting it could be an unobserved high-
pressure polymorph of Target II. Our #2 P21

PBE0+MBD structure with a scaffold packing
motif was also discussed in Ref. 141 and ranked
as #3. Ref. 140 computed the relative stability
of the P21 scaffold structure and the experimen-
tal structure using the B86bPBE density func-
tional110,144 combined with the exchange-hole
dipole moment (XDM)145,146 dispersion model
and found the P21 scaffold structure to be more
stable. When a quasi-harmonic thermal cor-
rection was further included, the experimental
structure was ranked as the more stable struc-
ture.

The P 1̄, Z ′=2 structure with a scaffold pack-
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ing motif ranked as the global minimum by all
three DFT methods has not been reported in
any previous CSP studies of Target II. It has a
higher computed density than the experimental
form, as shown in panel (b) of Fig. 11. A dis-
cussion comparing the packing motifs of the ex-
perimental structure and the #1 PBE0+MBD
scaffold structure is provided in the support-
ing information. The #1 PBE0+MBD scaffold
structure would not have been found without
GAtor’s ability to generate crystal structures
with Z′ >1 through the various crossover and
mutation operators. As emphasized in Ref. 147,
stable crystal structures are formed when in-
termolecular interactions are optimized through
close packing. While these requirements favor
highly symmetric structures, symmetry can be
sacrificed in favor of forming particularly stabi-
lizing intermolecular interactions.147–149 Future
investigations incorporating finite temperature
and pressure effects will add further insight into
the relative stability of the #1 PBE0+MBD
scaffold structure and the other predicted low-
energy structures, including the experimental.

4.3 Target XIII

Target XIII (C6H2Br2ClF) was selected from
the fourth blind test,22 in which it was cat-
egorized as a rigid molecule containing chal-
lenging elements for modeling methods. Tar-
get XIII contains three different halogens, al-
lowing for a variety of halogen bonds. Many
common electronic structure theory methods do
not accurately capture halogen bonds because
they require a precise treatment of both electro-
static and dispersion interactions.150–154 During
the fourth blind test, the correct experimental
structure was successfully predicted and ranked
as #1 by 4/14 groups. The methodology used
in one of the successful submissions is further
detailed in Ref. 155.

Indeed, predicting the correct crystal struc-
ture of Target XIII proved challenging. The
various crossover, mutation, and selection set-
tings used in different GA runs of Target XIII
are shown Fig. 12. The initial pool for all runs
contained 48 structures. The various GA runs
were stopped after 1400 iterations, the first 900

Figure 12: (a) The average energy of the top 40
Target XIII structures and (b) the global min-
imum structure produced as a function of GA
iteration for different GA runs. C, H, Br, Cl,
and F atoms are colored in grey, white, brown,
green, and yellow, respectively. The ~a, ~b, and ~c
crystallographic lattice vectors are displayed in
red, green, and blue, respectively.

of which are shown. Of the six runs attempted,
only one run (50% SymC, R), colored in green,
generated the experimental structure, although
all runs found crystal structures lower in en-
ergy than the experimental using PBE+TS and
lower-level numerical settings. Panel (a) shows
the average energy of the top 40 structures as a
function of GA iteration, relative to the global
minimum energy with PBE+TS and lower-level
settings. The run that used standard crossover
(50% SC, R), colored in red, consistently had
the highest average energy, even higher than the
run that used cluster-based fitness with Affin-
ity Propagation and the lattice parameter based
descriptor, shown in indigo. Panel (b) shows
the minimum energy structure as a function of
GA iteration. All runs converged the top struc-
ture to within 1 kJ/mol per molecule within
300 iterations, except for the run that used
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Figure 13: (a) The relative total energies as obtained by different dispersion-inclusive DFT meth-
ods and (b) the PBE0+MBD energy versus density of putative crystal structures of Target XIII.

The top 8 predicted structures, as ranked by PBE0+MBD, are shown in color. The ~a, ~b, and ~c
crystallographic lattice vectors are displayed in red, green, and blue, respectively.

standard crossover. For this target symmetric
crossover was essential in producing low-energy
structures.

All structures generated were combined into
a final set of 200 unique structures evalu-
ated with PBE+TS and lower-level numeri-
cal settings. The top 150 structures were re-
relaxed with PBE+TS with higher-level nu-
merical settings and subsequently re-checked
for duplicates. The final top 90 structures
as ranked by PBE+TS and higher-level set-
tings, were then re-ranked with PBE+MBD
and PBE0+MBD. The top 90 structures are lo-
cated within relative energy windows of 6.8, 7.8,
and 6.5 kJ/molecule per molecule when ranked
by PBE+TS, PBE+MBD, and PBE0+MBD,
respectively. Panel (a) of Fig. 13 shows the
ranking of the structures found within a win-
dow of 4.2 kJ/mol per molecule of the global
minimum. The top 8 crystal structures as
ranked by PBE0+MBD are highlighted in color.
After local optimization with PBE+TS and
higher-level numerical settings, the experimen-
tal structure is ranked as #1. It is consistently
predicted as the most stable crystal struc-
ture by PBE+MBD and PBE0+MBD. Focus-
ing on the top 8 crystal structures as ranked by

PBE0+MBD, only the experimental structure
contains a zig-zag packing motif. Additionally,
4/8 of the top structures have Z ′=2. Panel (b)
of Fig. 13 shows the PBE0+MBD energy versus
density of the top structures. This reveals the
experimental structure with the zig-zag motif
has the highest density. For the experimental
structure, close bromine-bromine contacts are
found perpendicular to the zig-zag stacking di-
rection, while 7/8 of the other top structures
generated show π-stacking and/or close halogen
bonds that stabilize the stacking of the layers.

Although many low-energy structures were
generated, 5/6 of the GA runs did not success-
fully locate the experimental structure. This
may be attributed to two primary factors.
First, it is possible that the lower-level numer-
ical settings used to save computational time
in the GA search, were not sufficiently accu-
rate for this halogenated molecule. When using
PBE+TS and lower-level numerical settings,
the experimental structure was nearly 6 kJ/mol
per molecule higher than the global minimum,
and ranked as #39 when all structures gener-
ated from the different GA runs were combined.
When these structures were postprocessed with
PBE+TS and higher-level numerical settings,
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the experimental structure was ranked as #1.
As lower energy structures have a higher prob-
ability of being selected, this could have sys-
tematically biased the searches. This highlights
the complications that may arise when using a
hierarchical approach. Second, while most low-
energy structures of Target XIII have a layered
packing motif, the experimental structure has
a unique zig-zag packing motif and an oblong
unit cell. Such oblong unit cells were rarely
generated in the search. In fact, even the run
that used cluster-based fitness with the lattice
parameter descriptor failed to locate the exper-
imental structure. Although candidate child
structures with similar lattices to the experi-
mental were frequently generated in this run,
they were subsequently rejected by the geomet-
ric and energetic constraints before local opti-
mization. This suggests that the experimental
structure is located in a narrow well in the po-
tential energy surface, while layered structures
exist in wider, more-accessible basins. When
studying halogen-bonded systems in the future,
it may be beneficial to use cluster-based fitness
with a descriptor based on halogen-halogen or
hydrogen-halogen intermolecular contacts.

4.4 Target I

Target I (C6H6O) was selected from the second
blind test.20,137 It has two reported polymorphs,
a stable form, which crystallizes in P21/c with
Z=4, and a metastable form which crystallizes
in Pbca with Z=8. At the time of the sec-
ond blind test, no participating groups submit-
ted the more stable Z=4 form. 4/11 groups
submitted the metastable Z=8 form, with 3/4
groups ranking it as the most stable structure.

For Target I, independent GA searches were
conducted starting from initial pools with Z=4
and Z=8. These contained 45 and 96 struc-
tures, respectively. The GA runs were stopped
when the number of additions to the common
pool reached 650 and 350, respectively. During
evolution, the Z=4 runs also generated struc-
tures with Z=2, and the Z=8 runs generated
structures with Z=4 and Z=2. The mini-
mum energy as a function of GA iteration, rel-
ative to the global minimum using PBE+TS

Figure 14: The global minimum structure pro-
duced by the GA runs as a function of GA iter-
ation for runs that used (a) Z=4 and (b) Z=8.
C, H, and O atoms are colored in grey, white,
and red, respectively. The structures shown are
projected along the ~a lattice vector and the ~b,
and ~c lattice vectors are highlighted in green
and blue, respectively.

with lower-level numerical settings, is shown
in Fig. 14, panels (a) and (b), for the Z=4
and Z=8 runs, respectively. For the Z=4 runs,
the convergence behavior of the minimum en-
ergy structure was similar for all settings tested,
including the run that used lattice parameter
based clustering, shown in orange. All runs lo-
cated structures lower in energy than the Z=4
experimental polymorph at this level of theory.
For the Z=8 runs, the runs that used 25% and
50% symmetric crossover with roulette wheel
selection were slower to converge, and did not
locate the Z=8 polymorph when the GA was
stopped.

All structures produced by the Z=4 and
Z=8 GA runs were combined into a final set
of 200 unique structures, as evaluated with
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Figure 15: (a) The relative total energies as obtained by different dispersion-inclusive DFT methods
and (b) the PBE0+MBD energy versus density of selected crystal structures of Target I. The top
6 predicted structures, as ranked by PBE+MBD, are highlighted in color. Intermolecular contacts
less than the sum of vdW radii are shown in cyan. The structures shown are projected along the
~a lattice vector and the ~b, and ~c lattice vectors are highlighted in green and blue, respectively.

PBE+TS and lower-level numerical settings.
Supercells were allowed in the pymatgen du-
plicate check. The final top 100 structures
were re-relaxed using PBE+TS with higher-
level settings and subsequently re-ranked using
PBE+MBD. The structures located within 2
kJ/mol per molecule of the global minimum are
shown in panel (a) of Fig. 15. The top 6 struc-
tures as ranked by PBE+MBD were also re-
ranked using PBE0+MBD and are highlighted
in color. Of these top 6 structures, 4/6 dis-
play similar packing motifs to the metastable
Pbca polymorph, shown in green with co-facial
dimers oriented in opposite directions, stacked
in slightly different ways. To highlight struc-
tural differences, intermolecular close-contacts
are displayed in cyan.

The metastable Z=8 Pbca polymorph, shown
in green, is ranked as #1 with PBE+TS, #4
with PBE+MBD, and #3 when re-ranked with
PBE0+MBD. With all energy methods this
polymorph is determined to be practically en-
ergetically degenerate with the putative Z=8
P21/c structure, shown in yellow. However,
the Z=8 P21/c structure has Z ′=2 and a
slightly different lattice from the metastable

polymorph, and hence was determined to be a
unique lattice energy minima. The experimen-
tal P21/c polymorph with Z=4, highlighted in
red, is ranked as #11 with PBE+TS, but #1
with PBE+MBD and PBE0+MBD. There is
no significant re-ranking between PBE+MBD
and PBE0+MBD for the structures consid-
ered. The relative energy differences between
these structures increased when re-ranked by
PBE0+MBD, as compared to PBE+MBD.
Panel (b) of Fig. 15 shows the PBE0+MBD
energy versus density of the highlighted struc-
tures. The six structures have very similar den-
sities, but the most stable P21/c experimental
structure has the lowest density.

Several computational studies conducted af-
ter the second blind test156–158 consistently
ranked the Z=8 Pbca polymorph as the most
stable form. However, attempts at its recrystal-
lization only lead to the stable Z=4 P21/c form.
Ref. 68 suggests that the Z=8 Pbca structure is
located on a saddle point of the potential energy
surface and that symmetry breaking produces a
stable Z ′=2 structure. This could be the Z ′=2
P21/c structure, colored in yellow and ranked
as #4 with PBE0+MBD, as discussed above. It
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should be noted, however, that the nature of the
potential energy landscape, including whether
certain structures are determined as minima or
saddle points, may depend strongly on the en-
ergy method used.159,160 In the present study,
PBE+MBD and PBE0+MBD rank the exper-
imental Z=4 P21/c structure as the most sta-
ble polymorph. This highlights the importance
of accounting for many-body dispersion inter-
actions and long-range screening effects in the
MBD method. Ref. 140 also computed the
P21/c experimental structure as more stable
than the Pbca form using B86bPBE-XDM.

5 Conclusion and Best

Practices

We have introduced GAtor, a first principles ge-
netic algorithm for molecular crystal structure
prediction. GAtor currently interfaces with
FHI-aims and is optimized for HPC environ-
ments. The code offers a variety of features that
enable the user to customize the GA search set-
tings, including energy-based and cluster-based
fitness (evolutionary niching), roulette wheel
and tournament selection, symmetric and stan-
dard crossover, different mutation schemes, and
various tunable parameters related to energy
cutoffs, similarity checks, and geometric con-
straints. GAtor’s crossover and mutation op-
erators, specifically tailored for molecular crys-
tals, provide a balance between exploration and
exploitation. These operators enable the gener-
ation and exploration of high Z ′ structures.

GAtor was applied to predict the structures
of a chemically diverse set of four past blind
test targets. The known structures of all four
targets were successfully predicted, as well as
several additional low-energy structures. Dif-
ferent GA settings were found to be more ef-
fective for different targets. Target XXII con-
tains only C, N, and S atoms and has a small
energy barrier between its two enantiomers, re-
lated by a bending degree of freedom. For this
target, symmetric crossover and tournament se-
lection were particularly effective. Evolution-
ary niching with respect to a descriptor based
on lattice parameters uniformly explored the

potential energy surface, including regions out-
side the initial pool, and suppressed the over-
sampling of structures with a planar molecular
conformation (genetic drift). Target II forms
various hydrogen-bonds. Its known experimen-
tal structure was located with a variety of GA
settings, including runs that purely used muta-
tions. For this molecule, standard crossover was
more effective than symmetric crossover. Tar-
get XIII contains several halogens (Br, Cl, F),
which make it challenging due to the presence
of halogen bonds. In addition, the experimen-
tal structure comprises a ziz-zag packing motif
unlike the layered packing motifs found in most
of the low-energy structures in the population.
This may explain why the experimental struc-
ture was generated only once. For Target XIII,
symmetric crossover was critical for the produc-
tion of low-energy structures. Target I forms
mainly weak C· · ·H and C−H· · ·O interactions.
It has two known polymorphs with Z=4 and
Z=8, the latter of which is a less stable “dis-
appearing polymorph”. All GA settings tested
were found to be equally effective in generating
important low-energy Z=4 structures. For the
Z=8 structure, the combination of 25% or 50%
symmetric crossover with roulette wheel selec-
tion was less effective.

Low-energy structures found in different
GA runs were grouped together, re-relaxed,
and re-ranked with increasingly accurate
dispersion-inclusive DFT methods: PBE+TS,
PBE+MBD, and PBE0+MBD. For Target
XIII, all three methods ranked the experimen-
tal structure as #1. For Target I, PBE+MBD
and PBE0+MBD correctly ranked the Z=4
polymorph as #1 and the Z=8 polymorph as
less stable, at #4 and #3, respectively, and
very close in energy to a structure with Z ′=2
and a similar packing motif. The MBD method
was instrumental in obtaining the correct or-
dering of the two known polymorphs of Target
I based solely on lattice energy without con-
sidering vibrational and thermal contributions.
For Target XXII, only PBE0+MBD ranked
the experimental structure as #1. Target II
is an exception because the relative energy
of its experimental structure increases, rather
than decreases, with increasing accuracy. It is
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ranked as #10 with PBE0+MBD. The struc-
tures ranked #4-#9 exhibit a variety of layered
packing motifs, similar to the experimental
structure. The structure consistently ranked as
#1 with all three methods was predicted for the
first time using GAtor. It is a Z ′=2 structure
with P 1̄ symmetry and a scaffold packing motif,
whose lattice energy is 1.8 kJ/mol per molecule
lower than the known experimental form. The
#2 structure, which also has a scaffold pack-
ing motif, and the #3 structure with a zig-zag
packing motif have been previously reported by
others. Several of the low-lying putative struc-
tures of Target II have higher densities than the
observed structure, therefore it may be possible
to crystallize them under high pressure condi-
tions. This may motivate further experimental
investigations of Target II. Further computa-
tional studies considering finite temperature
and pressure effects may provide additional in-
sight into the relative stability of the putative
low-energy structures identified here and the
possibility of growing them experimentally.

Several best practices for the usage of GAtor
have emerged from the results reported here.
First, because the GA exhaustively explores re-
gions of the configuration space represented in
the initial pool (unless evolutionary niching is
used), it is recommended to start GAtor from
a carefully crafted initial pool, containing a di-
verse set of structures in all space groups ap-
propriate for the molecule. Such an initial pool
may be generated by Genarris107 or by other
means. Second, rather than running GAtor
with predetermined settings for a large num-
ber of iterations, we recommend running GAtor
with several different settings for a smaller num-
ber of iterations, and then combining the struc-
tures found in all searches for post-processing.
As each system is unique and it is difficult to
know a priori which settings will be the most
effective, running the GA with different settings
increases the likelihood of success. Third, it is
recommended to use evolutionary niching in at
least one of the runs. Overall, the goal is to
locate all the low-lying minima including those
found in disconnected, hard to reach regions of
the potential energy surface. For this reason,
cluster-based fitness may be a useful tool for

uniformly sampling the potential energy land-
scape and for overcoming initial pool biases and
selection biases (genetic drift). In the future,
we plan to implement increasingly sophisticated
capabilities in GAtor to treat more complex sys-
tems. We expect GAtor to be a useful tool for
the computational chemistry, materials science,
and condensed matter communities.
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